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Project Description: 

In this project a team of 3 teachers and one consultant created a new Evaluation Situation to be used as 
a board wide mid-year formative assessment for Cycle 2.2 students. This assessment took approximately 
5 hours to administer, and included an initiation activity, reading response task, and narrative writing 
task. Teachers participated in a formative marking centre, marking their own students in triads with 
teachers from across the school board. The formative assessment tool created through this project 
helped teachers to examine “Where students are”, “Where we want students to go” and “Teaching 
moves to get them there”. The overwhelming response from this initiative was extremely positive. 
Teachers felt it relieved their students of end-of-year testing anxiety, and informed their teaching in a 
powerful way. The timeline allowed for teachers’ gains in understanding to transfer directly back into 
the classroom with their students (as opposed to traditional summative exams taking place at the end of 
the year). 

What Went Well: 

Teacher collaboration was extremely positive as we worked to create an Evaluation Situation that would 
engage the diversity represented across students in our board. Working together in a team of teachers, 
representing three diverse Elementary schools, was a wonderful opportunity to consider how the 
creation of the Evaluation Situation would impact both teachers practice and students learning. 
Teachers reflected deeply on past years evaluation situations and considered how this one would also 
strive to present students with a meaningful theme.  

A Synthesis of Each Day:  

Day 1: Oct 27th 

On this day we launched into our project by looking at seven possible narrative texts that could be used 
for the Cycle 2.2 Assessment. We engaged in a dialogue about how these texts would be understood by 
grade 4 students. We categorized what we loved about them and thought might be challenging for 
students, as well as what kind of prior knowledge students would need to have for these texts to be 
accessible to them. We then narrowed down our selection to three main texts. We engaged in a re-
reading of these texts and a discussion about the characteristics and qualities of best fit. 

The three texts would engage students in different themes and experiences. One would correspond well 
with February Black History Month and the theme of perseverance, another would nicely tie in with 
indigenous culture and the third, a shorter text, offered a very engaging lead and a more abstract 
ending. After deliberation, two texts were chosen to pilot in grade 5 classrooms to see evidence of what 
students could do with these texts. We then proceeded to brainstorm ways we would build the initiation 
and exploration activities that could go with each of these texts, in particular, videos and poster themes. 

Day 2: Nov 17th  



In this session we looked at the piloted samples of student work closely, making a final decision on the 
chosen text based on our observations of students work. We would then move forward to build on the 
exploration and initiation activities for this text that we had already begun to consider.  

We went over the response and narrative rubric carefully. After much deliberation and reviewing 
previous piloted text examples from students, a firm selection was made for the exam text. We then 
proceeded to discuss the main theme/large idea that would be taken from this as we decided to go in a 
different direction than the initial two chosen texts that had been previously piloted by teachers. We 
engaged in finding 6 posters to set up the initiation activity portion for the narrative writing piece of the 
exam. This was then followed with finding a video to begin this Evaluation Situation and introduce 
students to the theme/big idea. 

This video was selected and questions carefully considered using the Fountas and Pinnell Prompting 
Guide 2 as a way to frame this discussion. We began making necessary changes to the teacher guide and 
processfolio based on the days’ work and set in motion a plan for our next meeting. 

Day 3: Nov 28th  

In this meeting teachers collaborated to complete the initiation and "Getting Ready to Read" tasks of 
the 2.2 Evaluation Situation. We engaged in discussions surrounding the talk portion of the initiation 
activity- and how we wanted to help teachers facilitate this part of the process. In preparing our 
initiation activity we used the Fountas and Pinnell prompting guide to frame our discussion and to 
introduce students to the theme of "making a difference." 

In an effort to ensure the initiation activity worked to activate background knowledge and get students 
thoughts percolating on this theme we opted to have them sketch two scenes. One, depicting when 
they made a difference for someone, and the other, depicting when someone else made a difference for 
them. Students would then engage in small group sharing of this task. 

Secondly we completed working on the "Getting Ready to Read” activity. We discovered a visual that 
really draws out the impact of an individual on the world around them. This poster helps to familiarize 
students with this use of media and provides yet another entrance point for them to consider the ideas 
of making a difference. We took time to ensure the guidelines for both response and narrative were 
clear and easy to follow. 

Following the creation of these two activities, we began the process of reviewing, revising and editing 
the Evaluation Situation as a whole. We wanted to ensure our theme was worded consistently 
throughout and that the document and all supporting visuals held together as a cohesive whole. 
Following this fine tuning, the Evaluation Situation was printed and reviewed for final edits. 

Day 4: Feb 5th  

On this day we looked over the exam once more and made changes based on teacher suggestions and 
made any additional edits. We selected responses taken from 6 classes and three elementary schools to 
be used as anchor papers for all grade 2.2 teachers at a common marking center on Feb 13th & 14th.We 



began by reviewing last year's Formative Assessment Anchor Papers for response to situate ourselves as 
we began the marking process. We took time to closely look at the response rubric, highlighting the key 
language as we moved across the different profiles. We discussed our thoughts as we looked at the 
previous year's anchors together and used language from the rubric to discuss what students were 
doing in each of their responses. 

We began our process of selection by looking for level 4 responses; we would read a selection of 4 
papers and then discuss our thoughts on where we would place it on the rubric. We would advocate for 
where we felt it fit profile wise and once we reached a consensus on the grade we would then set the 
paper aside as consideration for the anchor paper package. We continued this process for each level, 1 
through 5, until we had a selection of at least 3 for each level, except for level 5 we designated only one 
under this grade. 

Following lunch we went through and selected two for each level that would be used within the anchor 
package to be shared with teachers on Feb 13th & 14th. Teachers then began the process of typing 
these responses up, being careful to not make any corrections, in the spirit of truly reflecting the 
students exact words. Under each typed response we included an explanation for why that paper 
received that grade, specifically using language from the rubric to show where this student's response 
was situated. These anchor papers were then reviewed closely and printed in preparation for the 2.2 
marking Centre where these will be shared with all 2.2 teachers.  

Day 5: Feb 6th  

This day was designated to look at students’ narratives for the Evaluation Situation, What If it Happened 
to You? and select samples to be used as part of the 2.2 Formative Assessment Anchor Papers to be 
shared with all cycle 2.2 teachers in the WQSB. We began by looking at the narrative anchor papers 
from the previous year, in order to situate ourselves on the rubric as we looked at these diverse 
exemplars. We took time to read closely through the narrative rubric, highlighting the key language as 
we moved across the profiles and writing traits. We then began by looking for level 4 narratives. We 
read a selection of 4 and set ones aside we felt were in the level 4 designation. We repeated this process 
for all levels 1 through 5. We then reviewed all the narratives we had set aside under each level and 
selected the following: one level five, three level fours, three level threes, and one level two.  

Teachers typed each of these narratives, being careful to replicate students words exactly on the page. 
We provided explanations under each anchor paper that pulled out specific examples from the student’s 
story and matched these up with words and phrases directly from the narrative rubric. Thus, making it 
very clear for teachers how this narrative achieved this specific level. Upon completion, these anchor 
papers were reviewed and further edits or additions were made to the comments provided under each 
paper. These papers were then printed in preparation for sharing during the 2.2 Marking Centre on Feb 
13th & 14th. 

 

 



What Proved to be a Challenge:  

The selection of texts for this exam proved to be our biggest challenge. We really deliberated 
about the length of texts, worrying that students would not be able to independently read the 
full text and so began to look for shorter texts. Without the ability to pay for copyright our text 
selection was narrowed to looking through anthologies which often do not contain as rich or 
engaging texts as we would have liked. Upon reflection we feel that length should have been 
less of our concern and identifying a text that provided multiple layers and entry points for 
discussing meaning should have been at the forefront of every conversation surrounding text 
selection. 

Project Goals: 

We were successful at meeting all of our project goals. 

On day one the goal that was set out in the PDIG project was to examine multiple text 
possibilities and engage in a selection process, considering the overarching theme and title. We 
carefully reviewed all proposed texts and made selections to pilot, we discussed an overlying 
theme and considered possible links made to this text before the next meeting.  

On day two we had to diverge from our initial plan because we decided to go in a different 
direction because we were not satisfied with the student responses that we got with the two 
piloted texts. We did however make great strides forward in selecting a text and then launched 
into planning the structure and exploration and initiation activities, taking into account the 
developmental needs of students and the various realities and challenges in classrooms 

On day three we met our goals by creating the Response prompt and guidelines for students 
and Narrative prompt and guidelines. We carefully crafted the prompt to initiate student 
writing and completed the response and narrative guidelines. Teachers then began the 
validation process.  

On day four we met our goal. We implemented suggestions, finalized editing and formatting of 
the exam, and began the process of preparing the anchor papers. 

On day five we met our goal by continuing this process and completed establishing the anchor 
papers for the formative marking centre that would be held on January 14th & 15th at the 
Western Quebec School Board.   

Project Outcomes: 

Through this project teachers gained a clear understanding of MEES criteria for evaluation. This 
project heavily influenced teachers to use a backwards design approach. Teachers developed a 



deeper understanding of the new evaluation rubrics. It also provided PDIG team members with 
high quality PD experience in the creation of an examination. They were required to engage in 
ongoing reflection as they selected response and narrative papers to be a part of the anchor 
package used by all grade 4 teachers. Teachers across the schoolboard were really able to 
establish where there students were through this evaluation tool and discuss where they 
needed to get them to.  

These gains were assessed by the anchor creation team and all grade four teachers at the 
Marking Centre. At this two-day session we collected feedback regarding various aspect of the 
examination: text selection, initiation activity, response process, narrative process, 
organization, length, and difficulty. 

Reinvestment: 

Teachers grow from the opportunities and learning provided by this examination. This examination is 
common to all cycle 2.2 teachers and culminates in a board-wide marking centre at which teachers are 
able to mark in triads. This has proved to be some of the most influential Professional Development 
we’ve implemented to date. This process also supports teachers in their understanding of student 
evaluation and the MEES evaluation tools. 

By emphasizing a shift from summative to formative assessment we emphasized the importance of 
using testing as a tool and avoiding “teaching to the test”. 

By providing a common assessment at the cycle 2.2 level we are able to better prepare students for the 
mandatory provincial examination at Cycle 3.2. This is done through providing opportunity for teachers 
to work with rubrics established by the MEES – deemphasizing individual components of response, 
emphasizing using a profile vs. individual criteria. This tool can continue to be used and referenced by 
teachers. 


